Welcome to your home learning about….

Rwanda

Thursday
Today, we are going to writing questions. These will be included in your letter
and will be asked to the Rwandan child. This will show that you are interested
in them.
Your task: Below are 5 photos taken in Rwanda. Either on a printed copy of
this sheet or on your own piece of paper, write 4 questions for each photo that
you would like to ask the Rwandan child after looking at the picture.

Friday
Today, you are going to write your letter!
Remember that you are writing to a child in Rwanda to inform them about
who you are and what your life is like.
Before you start, make sure you have a piece of lined paper.
Things that will help you:
Use the WAGOLL at the start of this project.
Use the success criteria below so that you remember what to include
Use the work that you have done from Monday to Thursday.
Structure of your letter:
Dear friend,
Paragraph 1: Introduce yourself
(Use your expanded noun phrases from Wednesday to inform of your: Name?
School? Favourite subject and why? Family? Hobbies? Where do you live?)
Paragraph 2: What differences has lockdown brought?
(Why has lockdown happened? What is different about the streets, shops,
hospitals, supermarkets? Perhaps choose 1 or 2 and go into more detail. Use
your descriptive vocabulary from Tuesday’s lesson!)
Paragraph 3: What have you been doing differently, at home, during
lockdown?
(Use your expanded noun phrases from Wednesday to give detail about what
you have been up to!)
Paragraph 4: Ask questions
(Use some of your questions from Thursday’s lesson to show interest in the
Rwandan child.)
Yours sincerely,

In my writing, have I included…?
Descriptive vocabulary to interest the reader (see Tuesday’s lesson)
Expanded Noun Phrases to interest and excite the reader (see Wednesday’s
lesson)
Questions to show interest in the reader (see Thursday’s lesson)
Features of a letter (such as my address, detail to show who the letter is to and
from) (See WAGOLL)

